You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NEC UNIVERGE. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the NEC UNIVERGE in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
NEC's IP multimedia softphone, the Dterm SP30, lets you share real-time information and ideas from your PC. Dterm IP Dterm IP phones are equipped to
deliver full-featured telephony to the desktop with a full complement of call handling and convergence capabilities. There are several distinct models to meet
diverse needs. 4-Button 8-Button 16-Button 32-Button Dterm IP phones support 802.3af Power Over Ethernet (POE), and with optional adapters can expand
capabilities that allow additional features to be driven at the desktop. With the integration of an AD (A) adapter, you can now equip your desktop terminal for
external recording capabilities. Incoming and outgoing calls can be recorded to a tape recorder that is connected to the Dterm IP terminal. Adding the PS (A)
adapter to the Dterm IP phone provides survivability to the desktop. In the event of a carrier-related network failure, your Dterm IP has a backup PSTN
circuit that provides incoming and outgoing call capabilities. This is a perfect add-on for users who are located at various distances away from their servicing
switch.
INASET As a member of the Dterm IP family, the INASET product line provides a full set of features one would expect from an enterprise terminal: call
forwarding, transferring, redialing, speed dialing, conference calling, full duplex hands-free mode and voice mail access.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Whiteboard - Review, create and update graphic designs in real time with other Dterm SP30 users.
Chat - Conduct real-time conversations via text with as many Dterm SP30 users as you like. File Transfer - Send one or more files to distant Dterm SP30
users. Call Log - Store information about outgoing and incoming calls.
Access to full line of softphone features UNIVERGETM is NEC's IP architecture for unifying multimedia networks while enabling robust business solutions.
UNIVERGE is an open and standards-based IP architecture, ensuring interoperability with other broadband media, IT equipment and business applications.
It also enables seamless and mobile communication in a multi-network environment. Founded in 1899, NEC Corporation is one of the world's leading
providers of Internet, broadband network and enterprise business solutions dedicated to meeting the specialized needs of its diverse base of customers.
Ranked as one of the world's top patentproducing companies, NEC has been a global innovator in the design, manufacture, service and installation of
communications networks ranging from just a few stations to several thousand.
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